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Paving the way towards circular composites
What a year 2022 has been for CompPair! Our first full force year has surpassed all our expectations. 
We have achieved milestones and critical steps to becoming pioneers in the self-healing composites 
industry. 
The company has grown, both in number of collaborators and customer applications. We have 
also continued developing our technology, with new product families on the cusp of their release. 
Furthermore, our vision of circularity nears completion with the implementation of greener fibres and 
improved recycling methods. 
This summer, CompPair became an ESA BIC alumnus, following up with mandates in the space industry.
In 2022, CompPair attended 37 events, exhibited at 12 of those, and gave a total of 25 keynotes and 
presentations. Travelling all over the composites industry, we have witnessed a turning point in the 
industry, with a deep interest and need for solutions with a lower impact on the planet, and reduced 
energy requirements. CompPair’s team is more motivated than ever, on this journey to transform and 
improve the composites industry.

Applications
CompPair’s team members have come through this year: new products, new fibre reinforcements, 
new fields of applications. In 2023, stay connected to follow our public announcements regarding 
these new releases and find out what is going on behind the scenes. All commercial implementations 
to date have been shared on our website.

Frontiers Publication
CompPair’s co-founders, Amaël, CEO, Robin, 
CTO, and Véronique, Scientific Advisor, along 
with Cecilia, R&D lead, wrote a scientific article 
on a healing based method, which has been 
approved and published by renowned Frontiers. 

CleanTech 50 to watch
CompPair has been recognised within the top 
50 companies worldwide taking action on the 
climate crisis with high-impact solutions. We are 
proud to deliver solutions for a net zero future, 
with our 3R strategy significantly reducing waste.

Visit our website

Read the publication Find out more

https://comppair.ch/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmats.2022.932287/full?&utm_source=Email_to_authors_&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=T1_11.5e1_author&utm_campaign=Email_publication&field=&journalName=Frontiers_in_Materials&id=932287
https://www.cleantech.com/50towatch/


Fundraising
Following a 1.3 MCHF seed round fundraising in 2021, the company is now opening a following series 
of funding. CompPair was selected in the Venture Leaders CleanTech team, for which Amaël had the 
opportunity to take part in a week-long investor’s roadshow.
More recently, CompPair was awarded a FIT Tech Growth loan, to further develop business activities.

Team
In September, Nathan Peyron joined the team 
as our Composites Technician. A well-rounded 
profile, he has been working on creating 
prototypes for customers and events, producing 
composites with our references, building custom 
setups, and testing materials.
CompPair’s team will continue to grow next year 
and we are always looking for various profiles, 
visit our careers page to find offers.

CompPair in the media
The company has had several opportunities 
and invitations to appear in the media, see some 
of them below:
- A sustainability podcast with the R&D team
- An interview with CEO, Amaël Cohades
- Article  diving into our journey so far and the 
next steps
- JEC Composites Sustainability Report
- Hello Tomorrow panel discussion

For any new applications or opportunities, please reach out to us via contact@comppair.ch.

The CompPair team would like to take this opportunity to thank you for following and supporting us 
on this meaningful journey. We extend all of our best wishes to you and your loved ones. We wish you 
all a Happy New Year and look forward to bringing in 2023 with you!
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